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United States Circuit Court of Appeals

FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT.

The N. K. Fairbank Company,

Appellant,

vs.

LucKEL, King <fe Cake Soap Company,

Respondent.

BRIEF OF ARGUMENT ON BEHAI^F OF
THE APPEI/I/ANT.

Statement of the Case.

This is a suit in equity brought by the appellant, a

citizen of Illinois, as complainant, against appellee, a

citizen of Oregon, to restrain the use by the defendant

of what is alleged to be an unlawful imitation of com-

plainant's trade-name.

The cause Avas heard and decided by his Honor, Judge

Bellinger, upon motion for a preliminary injunction,

the hearing by agreement to be considered a hearing

upon the bill, answ^er and testimony contained in the

record (41).

A decree was entered dismissing the bill (42), from

which there was an appeal to this Court (49).



There is not much difference Vjetween counsel as to

tlie material allegations of the bill of complaint. It may

be said that our appeal raises a single question of law.

The complainant adopted and gav^e value to the desig-

nation *' Gold Dust " as indicating a soap powder of its

manufacture. After "Gold Dust" had acquired reputa-

tion the defendant put out a soap powder to which it

gave the name " Gold Drop." The learned Judge in

the court below decided that there was no infringement

of the complainant's rights chiefly l^ecause defendant's

package was to the eye different from that of tlie com-

plainant (43).

We most respectfully sul)mit that the fact that defend-

ant's package was not to the eye an imitation of com-

plainant's is immaterial. The question to be determined

was whether to the ear the designation "Gold Drop" so

closely I'esembles " Gold Dust" that there is danger of

mistake or of injury to complainant's good-will.

We most respectfully submit that if, having prepared

a package distinctly unlike that of the complainant, the

defendant had made use of our designation "Gold

Dust," the reasoning and argument of the learned Judge

based upon the distinctive appearance of defendant's

package would have been just as pertinent as it is in the

case V)efore us. It would have been obviously true that

the defendant's package as a package would have been

in no way suggestive of complainant's package. It

could have been said, in the words of the learned Judge:

"The total dissimilarity in the dress of the respective

packages and the absence of all imitative devices makes



it impossible, so far as appearances go, to mistake one

manufacture for the other" (44).

But it is none the less true that if the defendant had

used the designation "Gold Dust" it would not have

V)een contended for a moment that there was no right of

action.

The necessary conclusion is that the circumstance that

the packages are not the same to the eye is imimportant.

The material question is whether " Gold Dust " and

"Gold Drop" addressed to the ear are so much alike as

to create confusion or invite or promote fraudulent sub-

stitution or competition.

The bill (5) recites that the complainant in the year

1887 began the manufacture of a soap powder to

which, in advance of all others, it gave the name " Gold

Dust," and that by large expenditures and great indus-

try it created a very extended demand for its " Gold

Dust," which was marketed in large (piantities through-

out the United States.

It is charged that with full knowledge in the premises,

intending to mislead the public and to take advantage of

the reputation of " Gold Dust," the defendant put out a

soap powder to which it gave the name " Gold Drop."

It is charged that " Gold Drop " and " Gold Dust " are

so much alike that there is danger of confusion and mis-

take, that the use by the defendant of the words " Gold

Drop " is inequitable, that the public have been misled

and the complainant injured.

The bill prays for an injunction restraining the de-

fendant from using the designation " Gold Drop " or any



woid or combination of words substantially like " Gold

Dust " and that it be required to account for the profits

which it has made by the use of the designation " Gold

Drop."

The answer denies all the allegations of the bill and

seeks particularly to join issue upon the allegations which

charge that the designation " Gold Drop " so closely

resembles " Gold Dust " that there is danger of confusion

or mistake.

The testimony consists of certain affidavits and of the

depositions of witnesses and is chiefly material as affect-

ing the question of infringement, because all the allega-

tions of priority of use, expenditure, popularization, etc.,

by the complainant are undisputed.



Assignment of Errors.

As has already been stated, the assignment of errors is

limited to the proposition that the Court erred in that it

did not decide that the designation " Gohl Drop " so

closely resembles " Gold Dust " as to be calculated to

mislead the public to complainant's injury.

What we conceive to be the error in the court below^

consisted in losino- sio-ht of the well recosrnized distinction

between the two kinds of trade-marks, (1) those which

appeal to the ear or trade-names, and (2) those which

appeal to the eye alone and which are sometimes referred

to as trade-marks.

Every trade-name is to some extent a trade-mark, but

it has value chiefly by reason of the fact that it is a word

or name addressed to the ear and which is chiefly availed

of by word of mouth in buying and selling the article

which it denotes.

It is necessarily true that a trade-name has some

importance as an appeal to the eye. For instance, the

word " Gold Dust " has been held up before the eyes of

the public for years in the form of signs, posters, adver-

tising cards and the like.

To the extent that the eyes of the public have been

educated in this way the appearance of the designation

" Gold Dust " is important and is to be regarded as a

trade-mark. But it is chiefly as a name that our word-

symbol is useful and eflicient in promoting the enlarge-

ment of the reputation of our article and effecting its

sale and delivery.



The fundamental eiTor, we most respectfully submit,

of the court below was involved in the proposition that

the appearance of defendant's package was of controlling

importance. •



ARGUMENT.

Complainants' exclusive right to the designa-

tion " Gold Dust.''

The evidence on belialf of the complainant abun-

dantly establishes all the material allegations of the bill

relating to priority of adoption, popularization and other

similar facts.

It is shown by the complainant that the designation

"Gold Dust" as applied to a washing or soap powder

was originated by the complainant in the year 1887

:

Gilkison, 10-11;

Crowley, 21

;

Eckstein, 21-22.

Since that time the powder has been continuously

manufactured and sold throughout the United States

under the name " Gold Dust." The use of the name has

been continuous and notorious ; and it has not been em-

ployed by any other than the complainant

:

Gilkison, 10-11;

Eckstein, 24

;

McMahon, 30.

Since the year 1887 the complainant has adopted al-

most every known means of advertising the words

" Gold Dust " for the purpose of familiarizing the public

with the name and increasing the sale of the article

:

Gilkison, 12;

McMahon, 21.

Since the year 1887 complainant has expended in

advertising " Gold Dust " more than One Million Dot-



lars, and has paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to

traveling salesmen employed in selling and advertising it

:

Gilkison, 12.

The annual sale of " Gold Dust " before the defend-

ant came into the market had reached more than one

hundred thousand cases

:

Gilkison, 12

;

Eckstein, 23

;

McMahon, 31.

The words " Gold Dust " have been universally rec-

ognized as the trade-name of the complainant, and as

distinguishing its goods from all others in the market

:

McMahon, 32
;

Luckel, 88.

" Gold Dust " has been advertised in Oregon in the

same public manner as in most of the states of the

Union, since the early days of its manufacture.

It has been sold in Oregon since the time of its first

manufacture. Prior to the year 1890 it was sold in

sizes of eight ounces and one pound in some of the

southern and western territories, but since that year only

the larger sizes have been sold. Since the year 1890 the

three pound package has been used exclusively on the

Pacific Coast

:

McMahon, 32-33.

The complainant has never authorized nor consented

to the use by the defendant of the name " Gold Drop "
:

Gilkison, 13.



Tlie defeudant's article " Gold Drop " was put upon

the market in 1894 ; the powder in connection with

which the name was used being substantially the same

as complainant's powder; and defendant was familiar

with " Gold Dust " as well as other powders

:

Luckel, 85, 87, 88.

The name " Gold Drop " was chosen by defendant

from among twenty-five or thirty other names which Avere

suggested

:

Luckel, 87.

It is established by testimony not sought to be contra-

dicted or assailed that " Gold Drop " has been handed

out by dealers without explanation in answer to applica-

tions for " Gold Dust," and billed to the purchaser as

"G. Dust."

Hahn, b6 et seq. ;

Crowley, 59 e^ seq. ;

Plaintiff's exhibits B, C, D, 99.

At four different stores in Portland responsible wit-

nesses asked for '' Gold Dust " and were given " Gold

Drop " without any explanation ; and in three instances

the " Gold Drop " was described in the bills which were

furnished as " G. Dust." There was no evidence which

tended in any way to rebut this testimony except the

valueless statement of Mr. Luckel that he had never

heard of an instance of fraudulent substitution except

those mentioned in connection with this ease. It may

be said that the proof is undisputed that " Gold Drop "

is handed out by retail dealers when " Gold Dust " is

asked for.
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We understand that it is matter of common knowledge

of which the Court will take judicial notice that soap pow-

der is purchased by the humblest classes of society and

under circumstances which 2)reclude the probability of

painstaking inquiry or examination.

The material facts in the case may be summarized as

follows

:

The name " Gold Dust " was unusual, unique and

isolated as a name for a soap powder and was popular-

ized by the complainant and a demand created for it in

Oregon and elsewhere at great expense.

The defendant, with knowledge of the existence and

popularity of " Gold Dust,'' manufactured a similar

powder, and from among many names which were sug-

gested selected "Gold Drop" and put out its "Gold

Drop" to be sold in competition with "Gold Dust"

where a demand for " Gold Dust " and not for " Gold

Drop " had been created.

Dealers, upon being asked for " Gold Dust," fur-

nished " Gold Drop " without explanation.

On behalf of the defendant it may be said that except

to the extent that "Gold Dust" and "Gold Drop" are

similar, it is shown that defendant's package is to the

eye unlike complainant's j^ackage.

On these facts we respectfully submit that there can

be no question that the case is with tlie complainant.

We think that the argument on behalf of the com-

plainant Ijegins and ends with the proposition that where

a word or trade-name is involved the fact that the de-
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fendant's package or label is to the eye distinctive and

unlike the package oi- label of the complainant is

immaterial.

A case which has been referred to as a leading adju-

dication and as establishing the proposition just stated is

Hier v. Abrahams, decided by the Court of Appeals of

New York and from which for the convenience of the

Court w^e quote at length :

" The counsel for the respondents argues in

support of the reversal, that the defendants' labels,

as they appear in the pleadings, do not resemble

the plain tiifs' labels. That the w^ords, pictures and

color of the labels are different.

''The infringement charged is not an imitation

of a symbol or label, but the appropriation of a

word.

" Trade-marks are of two kinds. They may

consist of pictures or symbols or a peculiar form

and fashion of label, or simply of A WORD OR
WORDS, which, IN WHATEVER FORM
PRINTED OR REPRESENTED, CONTINUE
TO BE THE DISTINGUISHING MARK of

the manufacturer who has appropriated it or them,

and the name by which his products are known

and dealt in. This distinction is recognized in the

statutes for the protection of trade-marks as well in

the cases.******
" Where the trade-mark consists of a picture or

symbol, or in any peculiarity in the appearance
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of the label, the imitation iiiust be such as to

amount to a false representation, liable to deceive

the public and enable the imitator to pass off his

goods as those of the* person whose trade-mark is

imitated. And when there is such an absence of

resemblance that ordinary attention would enable

customers to discriminate between the trade-marks

of diffei'ent parties, the court will not intei'fere.

The case of Popham v. Cole ((3G N. Y. 69) is an

illustration of this rule. In that case the trade-

mark was on lard, and consisted of the figure of a

hog, with the name of tlie manufacturer and the

words 'prime leaf lard.' The words being descrip-

tive merely of the article, could not be appropri-

ated as a trade-mark, but the figure of the hog was

claimed to be protected as such. It represented a

large, fat, well-conditioned domestic hog, while the

alleged infringement repiesented a small, lank and

lean wild boar, and the lettering and arrangement

of the two were entirely different, and it was held

that no deceptive imitation was established.

" But where the trade-mark consists of a word,

it may be used by the manufacturer who has appro-

priated it, in any style of print, or in any form of

label, and its use by another IN ANY FOKM
is unlawful. * * '^ The goods become known

by the name or word by which they have been

designated, and not merely by the manner or fash-

ion in which the word is written or printed, or the

accessories surrounding it, and the unlawful use of

the name or word in any form may be restrained."
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Turning to the case before it the Court continues

:

"In the present case the word ' Pride ' was the

trade-mark. Plaintiffs' labels were ' Hier & Aid-

rich's,' and beneath that in large letters in a differ-

ent type ' Pride ' and beneath that ' Havana ;

' on

the inside of the box was a similar label except that

between the firm name and the word ' Pride ' was

the picture of a cigar. Defendants' label was

'The Pride of Syracuse,' and beneath that 'Abra-

ham & Co.'

" The injunction was only against the use by the

defendants of the word ' Pride ' as a trade-mark on

cigars. Its use in connection wnth different words

or names from those in connection with which the

plaintiffs used it, does not sanction its being pirated

any more than did the like use of the work 'Akron,'

' Congress,' or the figures ' 303 ' in the cases cited,

or a like variation in many others that might be

cited.

" In the Akron cement case the difference be-

tween the labels was quite as striking as in the

present case.

" The dissimilarity in the form or accessories of

the label can make no difference. The trade-mark

consisted in THE WORD SIMPLY, and the

plaintiffs might have printed it on any form of

label they might fancy, without losing the protec-

tion of the law. The defendants had no right to

adopt it by merely putting it on a label of different

fashion from that which the plaintiffs had been in

the habit of using" (82 N. Y., 525).
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The question before us has relation to "THE
SONOROUS PROPERTIES " of the two designations.

The rule is thus stated by Judge Wallace :

" If the decision were to depend solely upon the

question of a substantial similarity in the sonorous

properties between the words used by complainant

and that used by the defendant, decisions in anal-

ogous cases furnish sufficient authority for granting

an injunction. Thus the word ' Cocoine ' has been

held to be an infringement of a trade-mark in the

word 'Cocoaine' (Burnett v. Phalon, 42 N. Y. 594)

;

'Bovina,' of the word 'Boviline' (Lockwood v. Bost-

wick, 2 Daly 521) ; the word 'Appolinis' of the word

' Apollinaris ' (Actien-Gesellschaft Apollinaris-Brun-

nen v. Somborn, 14 Blatclif. 380); Hostetler of

the word 'Hostetter' (Hostetter v. Vowinkle, 1 Dill.

329); ' Leopoldsalt ^ of the word ' Leopoldshair

(Radde v. Norman, L. R. 14 Eq. 349) . . .

"

Glen Cove Man. Co. v. Ludeliug, 22 Fed. 823.
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A great number of authoritative cases support and

apply this reasoning

:

Menendez v. Holt, 128 U. S. 514: 138 Ih.

548;

Lawrence Man. Co. v. Tenn. Man. Co., 138 76.,

548;

Thompson v. Montgomery, 41 Ch. D. 35, 138

U. S. 550.

Selchow V. Baker, 93 N. Y. 59

;

Morse v. Worrell, 10 Phil. 168;

Keddaway v. Banham, H. L. App. C. (1890),

p. 214;

Apollinaris Co. v. Norrish, 33 L. T. N. S., 242

;

Cochrane v. Macnish, L. K. A. C. (189()), 231;

N. K. Fairbank Co. v. Central Lard Co., G4

Fed. 134;

Seixo V. Provezende, L. R. 1 Ch. 192
;

Congrej^s, <tc.. Spring Co. v. High Rock Con-

gress Spring Co. supra

;

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association v. Piza,

24 Fed. 149

;

Wothei'spoon v. Currie, L. R. 5 H. L., 508
;

138 U. S. 550;

Hoff V. Tairant, 70 Fed. 901

;

Johnson <fe Johnson v. Bauer & Black, 82

Fed. 062;

Colgate V. Adams, 88 Fed., 899;

Clark Thread Co. v. Armitage, 74 Fed. 943

;

Higgins Soap Co. v. C. S. Higgins Co. 144

Xy Y. 402

;

Royal Baking Powder Co. v. Raymond, 85

Fed. 231;

Enoch Morgan Sons Co. v. Wendover, 43 76.,

420.
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In City of Carlsbad vh. Kutnow (71 Fed. 168), de-

cided by the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second

Circuit, the name of complainant's article was "Carls-

bad Sprudel Salt (Crystal)" and "Carlsbad Sprudel

Salt (Powder Form)." The defendant's preparation was

designated "Kutnow's Improved Effervescent Carlsbad

Powder." The differences between the two articles were

obvious at a glance. The Court said

:

"IN SHOKT TRADE PHRASE AND
ABBREVIATED AND POPULAR FORM the

(complainant's) salts are known here as the

'Carlsbad Crystal' and 'Carlsbad Powder'."

The use of defendant's designation was enjoined.

In the Congress Spring case the full name of com-

plainant's article was "Congress Spring Water," and

the full name of defendant's article "High Rock

Congress Spring Water." What the Court refers to as

the "SHORT PHRASE BETWEEN BUYER AND
SELLER which indicates the wish to buy and the

power to sell" by which plaintiff's article was known

was "Congress Water." The injunction was granted.

Congress <fec. Spring Co. v. High Rock <fec.

Spring Co., 45 N. Y. 291.

In Read v. Richardson (45 L. T. R., N. S., 54; 82

Fed. 662) j^laintiff's article, by reason of a representa-

tion of the head of a dog, which was the most conspicu-

ous feature of the label, came to be known as "Dog's

Head Beer." The words "Dog's Head" nowhere

appeared upon the goods, the designation just mentioned

being one which was "the short trade phrase" availed
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of by tlie public. Tbe defendant was enjoined from

using a dog s head which was radically unlike the dog's

head used by the plaintiff. In all the cases we have

cited, without an exception, we think, the differences in

the appearance of the two articles were conspicuously

apparent.

The fact that the defendant uses its name,
displaying it in conspicuous characters, is, in the words

of the Supi'erae Court of the United States, "an aggra-

vation and not a justification" (128 U. S., 514).

In Anioskeag Man. Co. v. Spear, supra, the rule is

thus stated:

'' Nor is it by any means necessary, in order to

render tlie imitation of a trade-mark culpable, and

justify the interference of the court, that it shall

contain any forgery (for, as such, the act, when

intentional, deserves to be branded) of the name of

the owner of the original mark, or of the person

from whom he derives his title. In addition to tlie

name of the proprietor the original mark may

exhibit some peculiar device, vignette, or symbol,

stamped, printed, or engraved, which he had a

perfect right to appropriate, and which, as well as

the name, was intended as a declaration to the

public of his right of property, and was adopted as

an additional security against its invasion.

In an imitation of the original mark upon an ar-

ticle, or goods of the same description, the name of

the proprietor may be omitted—another name, that

of the imitator himself, may be substituted—but if
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the peculiar device is copied, and so copied as to

manifest a design of misleading the public, the omis-

sion or variations ouglit to be wholly disregarded."

The Supreme Court of the United States has said in

Menendez v. Holt, 128 U. S. 514:

" Holt 6l Co., then, having acquired tlie exclusive

right to the words ' La Favorita,' as applied to this

particular vendible commodity, it is no answer to

their action to say that there was no invasion of that

right because the name S. O. Ryder accompanied

the brand upon flour sold by appellants instead of

the name of Holt cV: Co. That is AN AGGRAVA-
TION AND NOT A JUSTIFICATION, for it is

openly trading in the name of another upon the

reputation acquired by the device of the true pro-

prietor. Gillot V. Esterbrook, 47 Barb. 455; S. C.

48 N. Y. 374 ; Coats v. Holbrook, 2 Sandf. Ch. 586."

This obviously-indisputable doctrine has been rej^eat-

edly applied in a great number of authoritative cases.

Avery v. Meikle, 81 Ky. 73, and cases cited:

Cochrane v. Macnish, App. Cas. (1896), 225,

and cases cited.

There are reasons of a fundamental character why the

commercial pirate naturally desires to use his own name

rather than that of the complainant and these are ex-

plained in the instructive and important case of Croft v.

Day in which the Lord Chancellor said

:

" It is perfectly manifest that two things are re-

quired for the accomplishment of a fraud such as is
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here contemplated. First, there must be such a

general resemblance of the forms, words, symbols,

and accorapaniraents as to mislead the public. And,

secondly, a sufficient distinctive individuality must be

preserved, so as to pi'ocure for the person himself

the benefit for that deception for which the general

resemblance is calculated to produce. To have a

copy for the thing would, not do, for though it might

mislead the public in one respect, it would lead them

back to the place where they were to get the genuine

article, an imitation of which is improperly sought

to V)e sold. For the accomplishment of such a fraud

it is necessaiy, in the first instance, to mislead the

public, and, in the next place, to secure a benefit to

the party practising the deception by preserving his

own individuality '
(7 Beav. 87).

In all of the cases which have been cited in the pres-

ent connection the same doctrine is applied. They all

hold, in effect with the Supreme Court of the United

States that to the extent that the defendant while mak-

ing use of the complainant's trade name and trade-mark

gives individuality to his OAvn product he increases and

renders more dangerous the loss and injury to the

complainant.

In Johnson <fe Johnson v. Bauer & Black, in the

Court of first instance, it was said

:

" I was impressed with the fact that the hearing,

upon an exhil)ition of these trade marks, both of

the complainants and of the defendants, that the
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defendants' liad a very much more striking individ-

uality than the complainants'. I could not pick

out,—and there were a great many of tlie different

boxes exhibited at the hearing,—I could not pick

out tiie complainants' boxes except by the little red

Greek cross. I could pick out, anywhere and every-

Avhere, the defendant's boxes, by the peculiar letter-

ing on the box, the nature of the background, and

I suppose by a combination of features, the particu-

lars of which could not perhaps }»e designated, but

the unity of which mark its individuality.

" The conclusion that I have arrived is that the

defendants have individuality of design, and the

complainants have not. The complainants' sole

individuality, if they have any at all, rests on the

red Greek cross. I do not think that is sufficient

to give them an exclusive right to use the Greek

cross. I do not think that the defendants so nearly

imitate their trade-mark, or come anything like so

nearly imitating it, as to deceive the public who are

looking for the complainants' goods. The bill will

therefore be dismissed for want of equity " (79

Fed. 954).

But there was a reversal in the higher court.

In Cochrane v. MacNish, it was said in the House of

Lords

:

"It is quite true that no one could mistake

Macnish's label for Cantrell <fe Cochrane's, and

there is little or no probability that any one in the

trade could be deceived by the words ' Club Soda'

on Macnish's label." (App. Cas., 1896, 225.)
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But the use of the trade-name was enjoined.

Lord Herschell, wliose views in this class of cases

are of much more than usual value, summarized the law

a8 follows

:

" I think that the fallacy of the appellants' argu-

ment rests on this : that it is assumed that one

trader cannot be passing off his goods as the manu-

facture of another unless it be shown that the

persons purchasing the goods know of the manu-

facturer by name, and have in their mind when

they purchase the goods that they are made by a

particular individual. It seems to me that one

man may quite well pass off his goods as the goods

of another if he passes them off to people who will

accept them as the manufacture of another, though

they do not know that other by name at all. In

the present case it seems to me that 'Yorkshire

Relish ' meant the manufacture of a particular

person. I do not mean that in the minds of the

public the name of the manufacturer was identi-

fied, but that it meant a particular manufacture,

and that when a person sold ' Yorkshire Relish,'

as the defendants did, b}' selling it as 'Yorkshire

Relish ' and calling it ' Yorkshire Relish,' they

represented to the public that it was that manu-

facture which was known as and by the name of

'Yorkshire Relish' (A. C. [1897] 712).

It is to be constantly borne in mind that a trade-name

differs from a trade-mark partly because it is used and

availed of AS A NAME and to increase the celebrity
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of Mil article by bringing it to the attention of PEOPLE
WHO HAVE NEVER SEEN IT. For instance, the

designation "Gold Dust" has been advertised in the

newspapers, by means of circulars, and in many other

ways without attempting to give any description of the

appearance of the package in which it is put up. It is

necessarily true that the public could not be instructed

as to the appearance of the package. One of the objects

of the advertiser was to make the name "Gold Dust"

known so that people who had never used it would ask

for "Gold Dust." The object was to put the word

" Gold Dust " in the mouth of the consumer who knew

nothing about the appearance of the article and have him

go to the dealer and buy it and use it.

It is plain to a demonstration that in such instances

the appearance of the article would be of no consequence

whatever. The person desiring ' Gold Dust " would

ask for it by that name without any knowledge of the

appearance of the thing he was to receive, and it would

not enter his mind to be influenced by the appearance of

w^hat was handed out to him.

For these reasons and many more they suggest, it

follows that in cases where a trade-name is sought to be

protected the circumstance that the defendant has not

imitated the appearance of complainant's article is with-

out weight.

We most respectfully submit that in holding that

there was no right of action because there was no im-

itation of the appearance of our package, the learned

Judge in the Court below lost sight of the most fun da-
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mental considerations. We think that it is as well set-

tled, on both reason and abundant authority, as any

proposition can be, that the appearance of the defendant's

article is of no consequence.

But, perhaps, the opinion of the learned Judge to

which we venture to take exception, holds that the use

by the defendant of the designation "Gold Diop" is

calculated to mislead incautious purchasers, and that this

fact is not of controlling importance. His Honor writes:

"Careless and indifferent purchasers may have

defendant's washing powder palmed off on them

for that of the complainant; but equity cannot in-

terfere on that account to guard against the dis-

honesty of dealers, nor the failure of buyers to see

what is plainly to be seen. It is only in a clear case

that equity will interfere to restrain the freedom of

individuals in the conduct of their business " (44).

To the extent that the decree is based upon the propo-

sition which seems to be here stated, that equity will not

interfere unless the piracy is calculated to defeat a care-

ful examination, we respectfully protest that there is

error.

What we understand to be the rule is thus stated by

the Supreme Court of Connecticut:

"In Meriden Biitannia Co. vs. Parker, it Avas

found that the defendant's trade-mark resembled

the plaintiff's 'to that degree that it was calculated

to deceive UNWARY PURCHASERS AND
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THOSE WHO BUY SUCH GOODS HASTILY
AND WITH BUT LITTLE EXAMINATION
of the trade-mark; but purchasers who read the

entire trade-mark on the defendant's goods, and who

know the petitioner's trade-mark, cannot be deceived,

nor can they mistake the respondent's goods for

those of the petitioner.' Upon this finding, the

Court, by Carpenter, J., remarked: 'The fact that

careful buyers, who scrutinize trade-marks closely,

are not deceived, does not materially affect the

question. It only shows that the injury is less, not

that there is no injury. Another class of purchasers,

to whom large quantities are sold, are deceived.

Such purchasers, perhaps, will have no reason to

complain, as they, if they are injured by the decep-

tion, must attribute the injury to their own want of

diligence. But the petitioners stand on entirely

different ground. No amount of diligence on their

part will guard against the injury; an injunction is

their only adequate remedy, and, to that, we think,

they are entitled.''

Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co. vs. Simpson, 54 Conn.,

545.

Said Mr. Justice Bradley in a case which is often

cited

:

"We may say, generally, that a similarity which

would be LIKELY TO DECEIVE OR MIS-

LEAD AN ORDINARY, UNSUSPECTING
CUSTOMER is obnoxious to the law" (Celluloid

M'n'f'g Co. vs. Cellonite Co., 32 Fed. Rep., 97).
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In a recent ease in the Court of Appeals of England

it is said

:

"In cases of this description the probability of

misleading, not experts or persons who know the

real facts, but the ordinary or UNWAEY CUS-
TOMERS, is the mischief to be guarded against"

(Powell vs. Birmingham, <fec., Co., L. R., Ch.

[1896] GS).

In another case in the House of Lords it is said:

"The imitation of a man's trade-mark, IN A
MANNER LIABLE TO MISLEAD THE UN-
WARY, cannot be justified by showing either

that the device or inscription upon the pirated mark

is ambiguous and capable of being understood by

different persons in different ways, or that a person

who carefully and intelligently examined and

studied it might not be misled '' (Singer Co. vs

Loog, 8 App. Cas., 18).

The doctrine that equity will prohibit every form of

artifice which may be calculated to injure the business

of the complainant, even if only the heedless and un-

wary are likely to be misled, is supported by a great

preponderance of authority.

McLean v. Fleming, 96 U. S. 542;

Singer Man. Co. v. June Man. Co., 163 Ih. 169;

Menendez v. Holt, 128 Ih. 561;

Pillsbury v. Pillsbury Co. 64 Fed. 830;

N. K. Fairbank Co. v. Bell Co. 45 U. S.

App, 190, and cases cited.
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Even the use by defendant of that which will enable

an unscrupulous dealei' to mislead the credulous and

unwary will be lestrained (See the cases hereinafter

cited at page 32 of this Vief).

If the learned judge in the court below found that

the use V)y the defendant of the words " Gold Drop " was

calculated to mislead the unwary or to enable the irre-

sponsible dealer to palm off the defendant's article as

" Gold Dust," there should have been a decree in favor

of the complainant.

Upon the assumption that the dissimilarities in the

appearance of the packages are of no consequence, we

turn to a discussion of the question whether on the facts

before us tlie selection and use by the defendant of the

designation '' Gold Drop " was inequitable and a violation

of complainant's rights.
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The decisions in similar cases go beyond the

case before us. In a large number of instances resem-

blances more remote were held to be significant and

injunctions granted.

In Burnett vs. Phalon, 3 Keyes, 594, the two words

were

:

Cocoaine.

Cocoine.

In Rowley vs. Houghton, 3 Brewst., 303, the two

words were

:

Hero.

Heroine.

In Wamsutta Mills vs. Allen, Cox's Manual, ()60, the

two words were :

Wamsutta.

Wamyesta.

In Glencove Mfg. Co. vs. Ludeling Mfg. Co., 22 Fed.

Rep., 823, the two words were

:

Mai^ena.

Maizharina.

In Celluloid Co. vs. Celonite Co., 32 Fed. Rep., 94,

the two words were

:

Celluloid.

Celonite.

In Enoch Morgan's Sons Co. vs. Edler, Cox's Manual,

713, the two words were

:

Sapolio.

Saponite.
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In Estes vs. Leslie, 29 Fed. Rep., 91, the two woids

were

:

Chatter-Box.

Chatter Book.

In each of the above-mentioned instances the use of

the simulated word was restrained, and for reasons which

are nowhere moie lucidly expressed than by Mr. Justice

Bradley, in language which will bear repetition

:

" The defendant's name was of its own choice

It is not identical with the complainant's

name ; that would be too gross an invasion of the

complainant's right.

"SIMILARITY, NOT IDENTITY, is the usual

recourse when one party seeks to benefit himself by

the good name of another" (32 Fed. Rep., 97).

In the case before us there are differences between the

two words

Gold Dust

Gold Drop

but they relate to the parts of the words which are not

their handles. There are resemblances, and the resem-

blances relate to the parts which set the mind in motion.

In both instances the word " GOLD " and the capital

'' D " following it are the characteristic features.

Two words of four letters are employed in each designa-

tion. There are obvious and important similarities. It

is indisputably clear that by reason of the resemblances

misconception and confusion are possible.
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The fact that " Gold Dust '' was an isolated

and unique expression is important iu determ-

ining the question of infringement.

The record shows that the complainant departed from

existing things and took a name which was unique, and

at once recognized as an unusual and isolated one.

There were no other names in use whicli resembled

"Gold Dust." The complainant's article was the only

soap powder in connection with which the word " Grold
"

was availed of. It is necessarily true that the use of any

arbitrary designation beginning with the word " Gold "

and having the same construction and number of

syllables as " Gold Dust " would be calculated to create

misapprehension and promote misrepresentation by irre-

sponsible dealers.

In Celluloid Mfg. Co. v. Cellonite Mfg. Co., the

words involved were " Celluloid " and " Cellonite." Mr.

Justice Bkadley, who decided the case, said

:

*' I think that, under the circumstances of the

case, the w'ord ' cellonite ' is sufficiently like the

word ' celluloid ' to produce the mischief which is

wathin the province of the law. I say, under the

circumstances of the case. By that I mean the

previous nomenclature applied to the articles as

manufactured by different persons. The complain-

ant has always stamped his goods with the ' cellu-

loid.' Other manufacturers have called the product

as manufactured by tliem by names quite unlike

this, as ' pasbosene,' ' lignoid,' ' chrolithion,' etc. ; so
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that a wide difference in designation and marking has

existed between the complainant's goods and those

of all others. The adoption now of a word and

mark so nearly like the complainant's as ' cellonite '

cannot fail, it seems to me, to mislead ordinary pur-

chasers, and to deceive the public'' (32 Fed. 101).

In the instance before us there are many soap

powders known by many names. One of exceptional

popularity has the name " Gold Dust," which is di-

vorced and separated from all other names. The de-

fendant, with a long list of names before liim, discard-

ing all others, takes an imusual name which is in

structai'e almost exactly the same as complainant's

isolated name, which is composed of eight letters, the

iirst five of which are exactly the same as the first five

letters of complainant's name. Thus the name of the

defendant's selection is divorced and separated from

other names which are in use and made to resemble the

isolated name which it was intended to imitate.

We submit, to quote again the words of Mr. Justice

Bradley :

" It will take a great deal of explanation to con-

vince any man of ordinary business experience that

this '•' name was not adopted for the purpose of

imitating that of the old successful company" (97).
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The class of consumers who use the article

which is involved is a highly imj^ortant considera-

tion. The rule is stated in recent cases as follows

:

In Morgan's Sons Co. vs. Troxell, Justice Barrett

said:

" We must not lose sight of the character of the

article, the use to which it is put, the kind of

people who ask for it, and the manner in which it

is ordei'ed. Very broad scene-painting will deceive

an ignorant, thoughtless or credulous domestic look-

ing for an article in common daily use and of no

particular interest to her personally " (23 Hun, 632).

In another case it is said

:

"There are, undoubtedly, cases where the law

will consider the probable ignorance of the pur-

chaser, such as where domestics are in the habit of

buying kitchen soaps, and the like, and also cases

where even the careless and unwary will be looked

after" (Munro vs. Smith, 13 N. Y. Supp., 708-710).

And it is said by the Court of Appeals of New York

:

'"The true test, we think, is whether the resem-

blance is such that it is calculated to deceive, and

does in fact deceive, the ordinary buyer from mak-

ing his purchases under the ordinary conditions

which prevail in the conduct of the particular traffic

to whicli the controversy relates " (Fisher vs. Blank,

138 N. Y. 242).

In the present instance, the article is one which is

purchased chiefly by " thoughtless or credulous " people.
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and under circumstances which render improbable a

critical examination of the package. The average pur-

chaser of a package of soap powder or cake of soap buys

under conditions which re'nder inspection difficult and

inconvenient, is occupied for only a few moments in

making the purchase, and necessarily influenced by the

act of the dealer.

The resemblances between " Gold Drop " and " Gold

Dust " are such as to compel the conclusion that there

is danger that many of the class who ask for and buy

the article over the counter will be imposed upon or

misled.
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If the defendant's name is of such a character

that it may be availed of by unscrupulous deal-

ers to mislead the consumer, its use will be restrained.

If in the hands of a rogne, "Gold Drop" is so near

"Gold Dust" that the rogue can use it to mislead or

confuse even the credulous and uninformed consumer,

there should be an injunction.

In K K. Fairbank Comi^any v. K. W. Bell Man. Co.,

45 U. S. App. 190-205, the Court say :

" It may be conceded that the defendant never,

by any of its officers or agents, intimated to its

salesmen that they should recommend the defend-

ant's packages as being readily disposed of to con-

sumers who asked for and wished to have complain-

ant's. But such oral commendation was certainly

unnecessary ; a survey of the two packages placed

side by side would sufficiently suggest this possibil-

ity to dishonest dealers.

" We have then the case of a manufacturer who

is careful always to sell its goods as its own, but

who puts them up in a style of package so similar

to that used l)y one of its competitors, earlier in the

market, that unscrupulous dealers w^ho purchase

from the manufacturer in order to sell at retail to

customers are enabled to delude a large number of

such retail purchasers by palming off upon them the

goods of the manufacturer as those of its competitor.

That this is unfair competition seems apparent,

both on reason and authority. In a similar case the

Court said

:
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" 'It was argued that the defendant has nothing to

do with the deception of the public. The answer is

obvious. Every person who, intending to Vjuy a

bottle of the plaintiff's sauce, gets instead a bottle

of the defendant's, is a customer taken from the

plaintiff by this deceit; and if this is extensively

done the damage to tlie plaintiff's trade would be

serious (Powell vs. Birmingham Vinegar Brewing

Co., L. R., 180G, Ch. D., 88. See also Read vs.

Richardson, 45 L. T. R., N. S., 54 ; Brown vs.

Mercer, 37 N. Y. Super. Ct, 265; Singer Manu-

facturing Co. vs. Loog, 18 Ch. D., 395, 412, and

Lever vs. Goodwin, 3(5 Ch. D., 1).' In the latter

case the rule is well stated as follows

:

"
' It has been said moi'e than once in this case

that the manufacturer ought not to be lield liable

for the fraud of the ultimate seller ; that is—the

shopkeeper or the shopkeeper's assistant—but that

is not the true view of the case. The question which

I have to try is whether the defendants have or have

not knowingly put into the hands of the retail dealers

the means of deceiving the ultimate purchasers '

"

(N. K. Fairbank Co. vs. Bell Manufacturing Co.,

77 Fed. 869).

This rule is referred to and applied in many other cases

and pointedly in a number of decisions of recent date

:

Say the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts

:

"It is found that the defendant did not intend to

deceive the public by passing off their goods for the

plaintiff's, but this must be taken pretty strictly.
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They knew that they were PUTTING THE
POWER lO DO SO INTO THE RETAIL
DEALERS' HANDS. It hardly can be denied

that they contemplated that the wholesale dealer at

whose request they put up their awls in this foira,

with full knowledge of the plaintiff's prior use,

would or might try to deceive the public, and

whether they did or not is immaterial " (N. E. Awl
<fe Needle Co. v. Marlborough Awl & Needle Co.,

46 N. E. Rep. ;5^7).

In Lever v. Goodwin, 30 Cli. D., 1, Justice Chitty

said:

'* Now, it has been said more than once in this

case that the manufacturer ought not to be held

liable for the fraud of the ultimate seller—that is,

the shopkeeper or the shopkeeper's assistant, \ >ut that

is not the true view of the case. The question is

whether the defendants have or have not knowingly

PUT INTO THE HANDS OF THE RETAIL DEALER
THE MEANS OF DECEIVING THE ULTIMATE
PURCHASERS."

In Read vs. Richardson, 35 L. T. R., N. S. 54, in the

Court of Appeal, the rule was thus summarized by one

of the judges

:

" It merely comes to this: It is possible, from the

use of this label, that the defendant's beer may be

called or PASSED OFF ON UNWARY OR
IGNORANT PURCHASERS as complainant's

article."

In Brown v. Mercer. 37 N. Y. Sup. Ct., 285, it was

said

:
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" In oi'der to justify the intervention of a court of

equity, it is sufficient tliat the imitation is so close that

A CKAFTY VENDOR MAY PALM OFF ON THE
BUYER AN ARTICLE MANUFACTURED BY
THE LATTER AS THAT OF THE FORMER."

In Singer M'fg. Co. vs. Loog, Lord Justice James

said:

" No man is entitled to represent his goods as

being the goods of another man, and no man is per-

mitted to use any mark, sign or symbol, device or

means whereby, without making a direct false rep-

resentation himself to a purchaser who purchases

from him, he ENABLES SUCH PURCHASER
TO TELL A LIE OR MAKE A FALSE REP-

RESENTATION TO SOMEBODY ELSE who

is the ultimate customer" (18 Ch. D., 412).

In a very recent and carefully considered case the

following language is used :

" It is my decided opinion, confirmed by reflection,

that although ' Apenta ' could not be passed off as

'Hunyadi' WITHOUT FRAUD OR GROSS
IGNORANCE ON THE PART OF THE RE-

TAIL DEALER, yet the name on the label com-

bined with advertisements places an instrument of

deception in his hands, and that IF HE HAP-
PENED TO HAVE ONLY 'APENTA' IN

STOCK, HE MIGHT BY THAT MEANS BE
ENABLED TO SUPPLY IT INSTEAD OF
AND AS BEING IDENTICAL V^ITH ' HUN-
YADL' That is enough. The law is intended to
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reach, and many authorities show that it does reach,

not only who themselves deceive, but also those who

enable others to deceive the purchasing public."

Saxlehner v. Apollinaris Co. (13 T. L. R. 258).

It was said in an important case

:

" But it is said that the defendants are guiltless

because they have nevei* stated anything but tlie

truth in regard to their manufacture. The earnest-

ness with which this ground of defense has been

pressed upon the court justifies some further com-

ment upon the character of the act of the defend-

ants in dressing up their article as they do. What

the defendants do is this : They make, and put in

the hands of other persons, the means of fraud,

knowing that these means can be, and probably

will be, employed for the purpose of fraud, and to

the injury of the complainants. The defendants

make and sell, knowingly, the tools for fraud; and

they, and the knaves who buy the tools of them,

intending to use them for the fraudulent purpose

for which they were constructed, are co-conspirators,

each guilty of the fraud perpetrated in pursuance of

the intention with which the tools were made, and

this although the particular person intended to be

defrauded is not agreed upon between them " (Von

Mumm V. Frash, 56 Fed. Rep., 836).

The rule thus repeatedly announced and applied is

emphasized in many other cases

:

Johnson & Johnson v. Bauer <fe Black, 82 Fed.

662.

Clark Thread Co. v. Armitage, 74 Fed. 943.
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In the instance before us " Gold Dust " is undoubtedly-

used and called for V>y people who are easily imposed

upon or deceived. That an unwary consumer, a child,

an ignorant person or *a person unfamiliar with the

English language, might easily be misled or imposed upon

by an unscrupulous dealer is plain, we think, beyond

any possible doubt.

Perhaps it is not too much to say that a highly intel-

ligent person who had heard of " Gold Dust" but was

not familiar with it would be confused if '' Gold Drop "

were offered him. There is a resemblance between the

words which obviously makes in the direction of fraud

and imposition.
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The fact that the simulated package is

handed out when the original is asked for

is in some aspects the best evidence that the objects of

simulation have been accomplished. It is in the nature

of a posteriori proof and is of unmistakable probative

force.

In a number of cases this kind of evidence has 'been

held to be competent.

In Powell vs. Birmingham, cfec, Co. (L. R., Ch. D.

[1896], 78) in the Court of Appeal, it is said

:

" There is evidence in this case that retail traders,

when asked for Yorkshire Relish, without more, do,

in many cases—I think eleven instances are given

—

supply the defendants' sauce and at the same retail

price as is given for the plaintiff's. Moreover, there

is evidence that bona fide purchasers wanting the

plaintiff's sauce have been deceived and have dis-

covered—in one instance, at least, from the taste

—

that they have received the defendant's sauce for

the plaintiff's. Without this evidence I should

have inferred that what the defendants are doing

would be calculated to deceive. This evidence con-

firms that view. Therefore, on this ground, if there

was no suspicion of a fraudulent intention, the plain-

tiff would be entitled to an injunction " (82).

In the same case, another of the Judges said

:

"It was also proved that grocers in numerous

cases (some ten uncontradicted test cases), when

asked to supply over the counter ' Yorkshire
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Relish,' supplied the defendants' sauce, and it may

be added by so doing they made a larger profit than

they would have done had they su})plied the

plaintiff's sauce, inasmuch as the defendants supplied

their sauce which they called 'Yorkshire Relish' to

the grocers at 3s. per dozen, the plaintiff's 'York-

shire Relish' being invoiced to the grocer at 4s. 3d.

per dozen, the same price in each case being charged

to the customer.

" Mr. Buckley sought to evade the mass of evi-

dence which was given upon these heads, not by

contradictions, for the evidence was really all one

way, but by arguing that the purchaser was not

deceived, because he did not purchase ' Yorkshire

Relish' as being made by the plaintiff, but only

'Yorkshire Relish ' of a particular taste, or, as he said,

as })eing the name of a particular article which tickled

the palate in a particular way, and that was all the

purchaser cared for, and that was what he got when

supplied with the defendants' sauce. He also said

that, as to taste, the defendants' ' Yoi'kshire Relish'

was similar if not identical to the plaintiff's ' York-

shire Relish ;

' and, therefore, the purchaser, having

got what he had asked for, w^as not deceived.

" In my judgment the facts do not warrant this

argument; for what the purchasers in truth asked

for was either the old ' Yorkshire Relish ' made by

the plaintiff which they had been accustomed to buy,

or, if they did not know the plaintiff made it, then

for 'Yorkshire Relish' made by the same maker

whosoever he might V>e; and instead thereof they
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got the new mauiifacture of the defendants. Every

bottle so supplied was a loss to the plaintiff" (2 L.

R. [1896] 88, 89).

In Lever v. Goodwin (36 Ch. 1) it is said:

"It has beeu said more than once in this case that

the manufacturer ought not to be held liable for

the fraud of the ultimate seller, that is, the shop-

keeper or the shopkeeper's assistants, but that is not

the true view of the case. The question is whether

the defendants have or have not knowingly put into

the hands of the retail dealers means of deceiving

the ultimate purchasers ?

"

See also X. K. Fairbank cVz; Co. v. Bell Co.,

The proof that "Gold Drop'' is supplied by dealers

when '"Gold Dust" is asked for raises a presumption

which cannot be explained away that the two names are

so much alike that there is danger of either imposition

or mistake. One is obviously suggestive of the other,

and if "Gold Drop" is supplied when "Gold Dust" is

asked for the necessary conclusion is that complainant's

good-will and business are jeopardized and will suffer.
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In what Las often been referred to aB tlie leading

American case (Amoskeag Co. v. Spear, 2 Sand., S. C.

599) and repeatedly commended V)3' the Supreme Court

as a lucid statement of the law (13 Wall., 311; 128 U. S.

519; 138 U. S., 547), referring to the subject of in-

fringement it is said

:

"My conclusions on this branch of the subject are

that an injunction ought to be granted whenever

the design of the person who imitates a trade-mark,

be his design apparent or proved, is to impose his

own goods upon the public as those of the owner of

the mark and THE IMITATION IS SUCH
THAT THE SUCCESS OF THE DESIGN IS

A PROBABLE OR EVEN POSSIBLE CON-

SEQUENCE.^'

It was said by Judge Sawyer in Benkert v. Feder

(34 Fed. Rep., 535) a case w^hich was affirmed by this

Court

:

" One who deliberately and kuowingl}' uses an-

other's trade-mark commits a palpable and unmiti-

gated fraud, for which thei'e is no possible excuse.

He seeks to avail himself of the good reputation of

another's goods, and puts his own goods—usually, if

not always of an inferior quality—upon the market,

thereby not only fi-audulently cutting off the market

from the party who has by years of labor, and at

great expense, established a reputation for his wares,

but, in addition to this injury, destroys or injures

largely that reputation which is the foundation of

the owner's business."
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Say the Supreme Court in Tobacco Co. v. Finzer:

" In a clear case of intentional or actual deception

there is not much need of testimony as to the pos-

sibility that purchasers would he misled" (128 U. S.

182; 47 Fed. 712).

In numerous other cases of more recent date the im-

portance of the intention of the defendant is pointed out

and held to be of controlling weight. Thus in An-

heuser-Busch Brewing Association v. Piza, siq^ra, Judge

Wallace says

:

"It is not unreasonable in view of the defendant's

purpose to deceive the public '=' * '^ to resolve

any doubt which may remain in favor of the com-

plainant."

There are many authoritative cases in which this doc-

trine is recognized and applied

:

Scheuer v. Muller, 45 U. S. App., 184;

N. K. Fairbank Co. v. K. W. Bell Man. Co., lb.,

190;

Singer Man. Co. v. June Mfg. Co., 163 U. S., 169

;

Royal Baking Powder Co. v. Raymond, supra ;

Weinstock v. Marks, 30 L. R. A., 161, and

cases cited.

It is necessarily true that (to repeat an expression of

a great Judge) " similarit}', not identity," is evidence, in

the absence of explanation, of a bad mind.

In the present instance there is no conceivable ex-

planation of the selection of " Gold Drop " to compete

with " Gold Dust " except an intention to imitate. The
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act of selection by which many names were discarded

and the name which resembled "Gold Dust" adopted is

conclusive as to the existe;ice of design.

And there can be no })Ossible douVjt that when (i) the

"kind of people" who buy soap powder, (a) the isolated

character of the designation " Gold Dust," (3) the cir-

cumstances under which soap powder is bought and sold,

(4) the resemblance in sound of the tw^o designations,

(5) the actual physical resemblance betw^een "Gold D *'

and " Gold D," are considered it must be concluded

that, in the words of the Court of Appeals of the

Seventh Circuit, complainant's good-will is rendered pre-

carious (Pillsbury v. Pillsbury, 64 Fed. 841, 847.)

By the choice, design and wholly-unnecessary selec-

tion of the defendant, complainant's good-will is jeop-

ardized and confusion, mistake and fraudulent substitu-

tion made to be inevitable. It is axiomatically plain

and is demonstrated by the testimony that the selection

and use of a name which suggests complainant's product

opens the door in the direction of unfair competition and

loss and injury to the complainant. It follows that the

act of the defendant is inequitable and that it should be

enjoined.

We most respectfully submit that the decree of the

court below should be reversed.
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